WE THANK YOU!
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A SHIRT YOU ARE DIRECTLY CONTRIBUTING 100 PERCENT
OF SALES TO PURCHASE THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW TO ASSIST LEARNERS WITH
DISABILITIES TO ACCESS EDUCATION IN LESOTHO
Equipment
2 x Pediatric Walking Frames

Reason Required
3 of our students require support for
developing their walking skills. 2 of
these students currently only have
access to their wheelchairs for mobility
but with a walking frame would be able
to access an alternative form of
mobility.

Cost
2000M each

1 x Walking Stick

1 of our students currently uses tree
branches as a means to support him
walking to and from school each day
with much difficulty. He requires a
more permanent and supportive means
of assisting him with his walking.

1000M

Ablenet Bigmack

A Bigmack switch would help us
support the development skills of our
students who are currently

2500M

The Bigmack Communicator is designed for those with motor,
visual or cognitive impairments. It offers a 5* activation
surface with angled base, durable construction, 75 seconds of
recording time.
1500M

Ablenet LITTLEmack
The LITTLEmack Communicator has 75 seconds of memory to
let students with disabilities communicate recorded messages.
A one-shot timer prevents accidental repetition. An angled 21/2” switch surface makes it easy to see and access.

iTalk2

2200M

The iTalk2 dual-message communicator, from AbleNet is ideal
for choice making. Easy to record messages. Instructions
printed right on the device. Angled for easy access. Two snap
caps included. Picture Communication Symbol storage area is
built-in. With dual toy/appliance jacks you can easily pair
communication with a fun activity. Ten seconds per activation
area.
Step-by Step with Levels

5000M

Like the LITTLE Step-by-Step, but allows up to three
selectable sets or ‘levels’ of messages. These can be on
separate themes, for different activities or times of the day.
FREE Snap Switch Cap and toy/appliance cable.
Global SuperTalker™

5500M

The SuperTalker can meet each student's developing
communication needs with the 1, 2, 4 and 8 message grid
options. Begin with a single message button and, as the
learner progresses, increase the complexity and choice by
adding more buttons. The selectable grid formats make it
easy to customise this communicator to your learners' needs.
You can insert your own pictures to act as a prompt for each
message too.

Go Talk 4+

1000M

A powerful, portable, easy to use and
very durable speech output device. Use it as an introductory
communication aid and also for curriculum enrichment.
Go Talk 9+

1500M

A powerful, portable, easy to use and
very durable speech output device. Use it as an introductory
communication aid and also for curriculum enrichment. With
additional functions added on from the GoTalk +4
Boardmaker v6 For Windows

10,000M

Boardmaker is a symbol-based communication and
educational materials. A drawing program combined with a
graphics database. Boardmaker is a tool for creating symbolbased materials such as communication displays, worksheets
and flash cards, visual schedules and social skills stories for
children with autism spectrum disorders, books and symbolsupported literacy, song and story boards for preschoolers,
and general educational and functional living skills materials
Braille Slate and Stylus

Allows visually impaired users to create and read their own
braille

Students will be able to use the stylus
and slate to participate in classroom
tasks and to learn the language of
braille. This will allow students to
respond to learning material and
communicate more full in the class
environment

110M

